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Kaabo Co. LTD., is a company who manufacture high quality electric scooters and accessories at market-leading prices since 2013.
 

terrain which would be impossible on a normal scooter – Kaabo scooters push the boundaries of what ’s possible.

Our Story

Please read the user manual carefully.

Do not rent the product to anyone who can’t operate the product.

Before Reading Manual

and 'Warning' depending on the degree of danger and the meaning is as below.
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Danger: 

Warning: 



9.Do not accelerate downhill
Slow down at downhill. When reducing the speed, to prevent brake overheat, use the brakes properly to reduce the heat on 
the disk with proper brake use.

8.Do not sudden brake with front brake

forces, such as stopping with your feet.

* Even if the it is within the warranty period, you may be liable for any accident caused by any of the following causes.

1.Be careful of water!
This product and componentsare not waterproof. Don’t let the water get into the product and components.
*Never use it, if the road is wet due to the rain, snow, hailstone.

2.Beware of folding and spinning parts!
If parts of the body, as a finger or hair, get caught in the spinning or folding parts of the product, this may 
lead to severe injuries. Please be careful.

Stunts and jumps such as jumping and dropping are prohibited as they can cause a great impact on the product and can 

4.No companion boarding
This product is intended for one adult only, so children, infants, or two people are prohibited from boarding.

5.Don’t tune by yourself

7.Beginners and seniors are encouraged to use at low speed
Beginners who are not accustomed to use the product, seniors and others should avoid high speed mode driving and 

6.Complywiththerelatedlaws

10. Do not drive on steep slopes

1.Night driving should be avoided in any case, be sure to wear helmets and other guards (knees, elbows, hands, upper body, etc.) and 

drive safely.

5.It is prohibited to use in a slippery place, a crowded place, a steep slope, roads with a risk of accident, uneven road.

6.When crossing a pedestrian crossing, get off from the product for pedestrian safety.

7.Do not drive in a threat any other means of transport, such as animals, pedestrians, bicycles, motorcycles, cars, etc.

8.If you pass the speed bumps and obstacles, be sure to slow down.

using brake appropriately.

10.Be careful that there is a risk of burns due to heat from motor and 

11.It is prohibited to drive with all the way by holding the handle with one 

hand.

12.Do not ride or drive when the kick stand is down.

product's body (footrest) with one hand and hold the handle with the other hand so that you do not get hurt in your back 
or knees.

12.Be sure to wear safety equipment

body) and do not wear shoessuch as slippers, high hills that interfere with driving.
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Name of each part

Electric wiring diagram Handle

Body frame

Unfolded 

As the drawing is too large and sapce is limited,please refer to the last two pages for details

1339
m

m

1274mm

1274mm

56
3m

m

Brake lever ( Electronic brake)

Handle grip

Handle base

Thumb thro�le

TFT display
Brake lever ( Electronic brake)

Headlight

Rear light(Brake light) 

Rear fenderCharging Port

Front motor

Front suspension

Handle stem

Front light(Pedal light)

Turn signal
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How to use the product

Make a note of the serial number

1.Open the protec�on 2.Folding the Stem

date of purchase, warranty period, etc., and product 

Please be careful that the fixing slide of the folding part may be damaged, and a safety 
accident such as a part of the body may be caught.

folding part.

Pull off protec�on pin(1) and rotate it to open status. Turn down the folding wrench(2) and folding hook 
automa�cally away from cross pin.
Put down the folding rod and snap the folding hook into 
posi�on.

Check whether the display 

2

3. suspension adjustment

Adjust the red bu�on to change the s�ffness of 
shock absorbers

1)Product folding and Suspension adjustment

Standard Standard 
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Name of each part

Tip:Check for safe braking

2)How to start 3)How to  stop

4)Product folding

Step1. Turning on the main switch
When turning on the product, you can start driving by turning on the main power switch 

driving is finished, turn off the LCD panel and turn off the main power.

lever works, the electronic brake works together  to increase  the  braking  force.

also necessary to check the oil leakage or deficiency and always check that the braking force is sufficient.Step2. Stance for driving

and then hold the handle grip comfortably. Be careful not to raise 
your foot on the rear fender.

status.

be performed by holding the brakes on the handle.
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Op�on 1 Op�on 2
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1)Basic charging method

1.Open the chargingport cap and connect it to the connector of the charger and 

connect it to the household outlet.

2.Charging status indicator

3.Be sure to close the charging  port cap when driving or storing except when charging.

rence may be splashed, but this is normal

7.Use only genuine charger.

8.Do not insert conductors into the charging port.

11.Do not operate the product during charging.

12.Charging terminals should be firmly contacted during charging and should not be used if terminals are corroded or damaged.

 advance.

Charging port

(Red) Charging
(Green) Charging complete

1.Manufacturers and sellers are not responsible for 
any problems arising from any disassembly, 

2.The charger is forbidden to be used in places 
subject to high humidity,  heat, flammable materials, 

such as in a car.

3.The charger is not waterproof. It is thoroughly 
controlled to prevent moisture from entering the 
charger.

5.If the charger lamp does not light, charger fall, 

ntact the service center.

4.Children and pets should not be allowed to 
approach the charger when they come into contact 
with them, as they may cause an electric shock.

6. Unplug the charger when you are away from the home for 

dangerous.

*Over current  Note: 

the voltage drops below 48V. Do not use the product in the low voltage state.
4.
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1.

2.

one through the nearest point.

3.

sing the charger are not covered by the manufacturer.

ere is no inflammable material.
℃ and discharged within -10 ~ 60 ℃. Charging or discharging at a te

4.
a trunk or hot room. Select a dry place and store at room temperature (10 ~ 20 ℃).

erson, and charging must be done while the person is aware that the risk of unexpected fire can be avoided.

charger is connected while moisture is present.

near the point so that the charge and discharge terminals are not short-circuited. Dispose of it as industrial waste when disposing 
of it.

Danger

6.

7.

8.

9.

service.

immerse the product in order to evolve, which is more dangerous.

5.
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1. Higher waterproof grade, IPX5

2. Add front and rear turn lights and mobile phone configurable atmosphere lights.  

power, temperature monitoring, can DIY you driving mode.

5.MANTIS KING GT handle and shock absorber rod lengthened, more suitable for European and American people riding.

6. Add front and rear adjustable shock absorbers, more suitable for different body weight, increase riding comfort.

 Product Specifica�on

Li-lon battery pack 21700

Samsung  /  LG Power battery

60V 20A
1100Wh *2

quick separation brushless motor
1000Wh *2

quick separation brushless motor

Around 70 KM(75kgs load,
25km/h flat road continous riding 
basis)

<30 °
120kg

2*67.2V2A  GX16-3 1+2-  

6 hrs 5 hrs                                                                                           
Standard charge:2A*1)

2.5 hrs                                                                  
Optional charger)

2 hrs      

Mantis King

Version Name Mantis King GT Mantis King PLUS

Color

Battery Type
Battery model

Configuration

Motor power

Max.Range

Climbing Angles
Max. load
Charger

Charging 
time

use 2A*2

Charging 
time

use 5A *2 fast 
charger

Shock Absorber

Brake

                                                
(Optional charger)

Front and rear damping&spring adjustable oil 
spring shock absorber

Front and rear damper sping-
adjustable oil spring shock 

absorber
full oil hydraulic 140mm brake+EABS

60V24A

25km/h

Around 90KM(75kgs load,
25km/h flat road continous riding basis)

Max.Speed

（ ）
（

（

）

（

Light system

Controller
Unfolding size

Folding size
N.W.
Tyres

Display

Product material

Litterae Credentiales

LED front light+LED 
breathing deck light+rear red brake and yellow turn light

Sine Wave

1274*661*1339mm

1274*661*563mm

33.2 KGS 31.5 KGS

10*3.0inch street/off road  pneunatic tyre

TFT Display Kaabo Display

Handle, frame, bar material 6061- t6 aluminum alloy and 6082- t6 aluminum 
forging; 

Cover PP; 
Shaft scm440;

IPX5  ; EN17128
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